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Operating a large-scale automotive business requires you to sync up a lot of moving pieces. Staying on top of order 
volume across multiple locations, warehouses, and distribution centers can be challenging, but we’re here to help. 

ShipStation lets you manage and create all your shipments in one place. Wherever your customers buy, you can 
view, manage, and ship orders from a single app. Some of the biggest brands in the world use ShipStation to 
simplify their logistics and fulfillment. 

Streamlined Workflows For Your Automotive Business
Regardless of how many products you sell with model or size variations, 
ShipStation makes packing and shipping the orders easy. With scan-
based workflows, packing slips, omnichannel picklists, and batch 
shipping options, your teams can keep up with the order volume and be 
sure you’re shipping the right items.

All the Integrations You Need
Regardless of the marketplace, website, ORM, or ERP you use to sell or 
manage orders, ShipStation helps you create shipments in one place.

“With ShipStation and Altos 
Digital together, it literally 
solved problems that I didn’t 
even know we had.”

Joe Tesensky, Parts Director  
at Bell Honda

“ShipStation integrates 
seamlessly into all new 
emerging marketplaces. 
It allows us to focus less 
on shipping, and more on 
creating revenue for our 
clients.”

Brian Bray, CEO, Synergy

High Volume for Automotive Merchants
GEAR UP YOUR SHIPPING STRATEGY

https://www.shipstation.com/
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All the Carrier Options You Need

Save on shipping costs for car parts of all sizes

• Access savings on cubic rates for small, heavy  
items like alternators

• Lightweight shipping options including UPS®  
Ground Saver

• Avoid residential, DAS, and fuel surcharges with  
UPS® on ShipStation

• Discounts on express, international, heavy, and 
lightweight shipments 

• Automatically apply the best rates with ShipStation’s 
Shipping Strategies

Talk to an expert at shipstation.com/schedule-a-demo/ 

High-Octane Shipping Performance

Streamlined Shipping Workflows
Simplified ecommerce picking, packing, and shipping 
including automated order splitting and routing for high-
volume warehouses.

Integrate With All Your Systems
Integrations with hundreds of platforms, ODBC, EDI 
connectors, accounting, ERP, dimensioners, and robotics 
systems.

Meet Delivery Deadlines
Whether you sell on marketplaces with tight deadlines 
or your customers just want their car running again, 
ShipStation has express shipping discounts and 
automations to make delivery affordable and streamlined. 

Real-time Tracking
Keep customers informed with real-time tracking and 
notifications. Branded tracking page.

Super-Charged Label Creation

ShipStation High Volume makes shipping affordable by 
giving you the freedom to connect to a range of carriers. 
You also get efficiency tools to crank out more labels, 
more packages, and route them to their final destination.

Automated Rate Shopping
Multi-carrier integrations with real-time rate 
shopping with discounts of up to 89% off the 
most popular carriers.

Bulk Label Printing
Parcel delivery doesn’t have to be complicated. 
With ShipStation, you can create thousands of 
shipping labels in just a few clicks.

Split Shipments
Create multiple shipments from a single order. 
Regardless of the warehouse storing an item, or 
its destination, ShipStation lets you create the 
shipments you need.

Unbeatable Customer Experience
Create a winning customer experience with 
customizable packing slips, branded shipping 
emails & tracking pages, and return management 
that match any of your branding needs.

White Glove Onboarding

Go from onboarding to operational in record 
time–often in less than 4 weeks.

https://www.shipstation.com/
https://help.shipstation.com/hc/en-us/articles/4415714484123-Automate-Selecting-the-Lowest-Rate-beta-
https://www.shipstation.com/schedule-a-demo/

